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KNOWING ABOUT THE OLD TESTAMENT
A STUDY NOTEBOOK ON THE OLD TESTAMENT FOR STUDENTS IN HIGH SCHOOL
Hardpress Publishing Unlike some other reproductions of classic texts (1) We have not used OCR(Optical Character
Recognition), as this leads to bad quality books with introduced typos. (2) In books where there are images such as
portraits, maps, sketches etc We have endeavoured to keep the quality of these images, so they represent accurately
the original artefact. Although occasionally there may be certain imperfections with these old texts, we feel they
deserve to be made available for future generations to enjoy.

STUDENT STUDY GUIDE, OLD TESTAMENT BIBLE SURVEY COURSE
Xulon Press STUDENT STUDY GUIDE begins with the student answering ten basic questions concerning the Old
Testament. What is the Old Testament? Who wrote the Old Testament? Where, When, Why and How was the Old
Testament written? What are three major features of the Old Testament: Revelation, Inspiration and Preservation?
How should we study the Old Testament? Why should you memorize verses of the Old Testament? When should one
read the Old Testament? BIBLE MEMORY VERSES (97 memorized accumulatively) aid the student to say with the
Psalmist "Thy word have I hidden in mine heart, that I might not sin against thee." This STUDENT STUDY GUIDE closes
with an incomplete outline for each of the 39 books of the Old Testament. Each outline has space for personal notes,
classroom instruction plus THE BASICS: Author, Date of Writing, Name Meaning, Passages for Particular Emphasis,
Verses for Memory, Characters of Interest and Content Description. Following high school, a Bachelor of Science
degree was received from Piedmont College, Demorest, GA plus a Georgia Teacher's Professional Certiﬁcate. Then
came the Army Security Agency and three years later came employment with the National Security Agency,
Washington, DC. Meeting Edith Campen from North Carolina led to marriage, February 1, 1957. A year after marriage,
God called me to the ministry. Graduating from Southwestern Baptist Theological Seminary, Ft. Worth, TX with a
Bachelor of Divinity (updated to Masters of Divinity) and Masters in Religious Education (updated to Masters of Arts),
God directed me to serve Him. For some 50 years, it was a pleasure to serve God and people in churches and
classrooms as Minister of Youth, Minister of Education, Minister of Education/Administration, and Minister of Pastoral
Care. It was a joy to teach this Old Testament Bible Survey Course to ninth grade students at Cypress Community
Christian School, Houston, TX.

THE OLD TESTAMENT AND THE PROBLEMS OF LIFE
STUDENT SOURCE BOOK. A COURSE OF STUDY IN RELIGION FOR HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS PREPARED FOR
WEEK-DAY PROGRAM OF RELIGIOUS EDUCATION ...
KNOWING ABOUT THE OLD TESTAMENT
A STUDY NOTEBOOK ON THE OLD TESTAMENT FOR STUDENTS IN HIGH SCHOOL (CLASSIC REPRINT)
Forgotten Books Excerpt from Knowing About the Old Testament: A Study Notebook on the Old Testament for Students
in High School The Bible was not written at the same time. The time of writing covers about 1000 years. There is a
great diﬀerence in the circumstances under which each person wrote. Some of the books were written in quiet and
peaceful circumstances. Some were written in prison. Some books were written when the author was in great sorrow.
There are other books which were written to show joy and others were written to help answer a problem in living. The
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ﬁrst book of the Bible is Genesis. It was probably written about years before Jesus lived. The last book of the Bible is
The Revelation of John. It was written about one hundred years after Jesus lived. In between those times men were writ
ing as they were moved by the Holy Spirit to write the words of God. About the Publisher Forgotten Books publishes
hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books. Find more at www.forgottenbooks.com This book is a reproduction of
an important historical work. Forgotten Books uses state-of-the-art technology to digitally reconstruct the work,
preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy. In rare cases, an imperfection
in the original, such as a blemish or missing page, may be replicated in our edition. We do, however, repair the vast
majority of imperfections successfully; any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of
such historical works.

THE OLD TESTAMENT: HIGH SCHOOL GROUP STUDY
THE ULTIMATE ORIGIN STORY STARTS HERE!
Gospel Light Publications In recent years, movie goers have been taken back to the beginnings of nearly every modern
action hero - Batman, Spider-Man, James Bond and Iron Man (and company), just to name a few. Our fascination with
these heroes' origins are a reﬂection of our longing to know where we came from and why we are the way we are. With
The Old Testament, you can share with teens their own origin story and help them make sense of their world and
themselves. These 12 sessions of youth-friendly Bible study will introduce your students to the God who keeps His
promises, works miracles and forgives His people when they make terrible choices, and help them understand the
physical and spiritual history of our human family. And when they meet Adam and Eve, Samuel, Job, Esther, Daniel and
many more biblical characters, your students will get to know the real heroes of the faith. Downloads for reproducible
student handouts for every session are available.

KNOWING ABOUT THE OLD TESTAMENT
A STUDY NOTEBOOK ON THE OLD TESTAMENT FOR STUDENTS IN HIGH SCHOOL
HIGH SCHOOL TALKSHEETS
EPIC OLD TESTAMENT STORIES FOR AGES 14-18 : 52 READY-TO-USE DISCUSSIONS
David Lynn returns to the Talksheets series with more Old Testament discussion questions for high school students--High School TalkSheets on the Old Testament, Epic Bible Stories. A full year of topics and meaningful prompts will
promote meaningful conversation in your youth group or bible study.

A GUIDE TO OLD TESTAMENT BIBLE STUDY
Xulon Press The material in A Guide to Old Testament Bible Study has been rewritten many times during 46 years of
teaching high school students in Mid-City / Crescent City High School. Those who were never before Bible students
began to take an interest in Gods Word because they saw the purpose running through it. Every year, the Holy Spirit
used this material to help some become born-again believers. The study contains two major emphases: the history of
early man (although not written as a history book, every bit of history in the Bible is true) and the Messiah (the
mission of the Messiah promised in Genesis 3:15 is unfolded and developed throughout this study). This book will
strengthen your faith in the Bible as Gods Word, and help you to help others. Isaiah 40:8 The grass withereth and the
ﬂower fadeth, but the Word of our God shall stand forever. Born in Marlowe, Tennessee, Helen Wilson Driscoll
graduated magma cum laude from Carson-Newman College in Jeﬀerson City, Tennessee in 1941, with a B.A. in Greek (4
years of study), including three years of Bible study. In 1944, she graduated from New Orleans Baptist Theological
Seminary with the Master of Theology degree (including three years of Bible study and Greek, and two years of
Hebrew). She then served on the seminary faculty, teaching Greek for three years. Married to J. Paul Driscoll in 1948,
Mrs. Driscoll helped her husband build the Mid-City / Crescent City Baptist Church, where they served for 58 years. In
1956, they founded the Mid-City / Crescent City Baptist High School, where she served in administration and taught
high school Bible classes for 46 years. She has authored two other books, Around the World in Fifty Days, and Gods
Redemptive Plan Revealed in the Old Testament

LIFE-STUDY OF ACTS
Living Stream Ministry In the Lord’s recovery during the past ﬁve hundred years the church’s knowledge of the Lord and
His truth has been continually progressing. This monumental and classical work by Brother Witness Lee builds upon
and is a further development of all that the Lord has revealed to His church in the past centuries. It is ﬁlled with the
revelation concerning the processed Triune God, the living Christ, the life-giving Spirit, the experience of life, and the
deﬁnition and practice of the church. In this set Brother Lee has kept three basic principles that should rule and govern
every believer in their interpretation, development, and expounding of the truths contained in the Scriptures. The ﬁrst
principle is that of the Triune God dispensing Himself into His chosen and redeemed people; the second principle is
that we should interpret, develop, and expound the truths contained in the Bible with Christ for the church; and the
third governing principle is Christ, the Spirit, life, and the church. No other study or exposition of the New Testament
conveys the life nourishment or ushers the reader into the divine revelation of God’s holy Word according to His New
Testament economy as this one does.
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SURVEY OF OLD TESTAMENT
STUDENT'S EDITION
Xlibris Corporation Throughout each of these 39 wonderful and personal books of the Old Testament, I have put together
a brief background, introduction, brief summary, some practical applications, and some basic stories and those players
that were involved. We start with an introduction to the OT, then get into the Pentateuch, the History of the nation of
Israel, the poetical / worship practices for this nation, the major prophets of both Israel and Judah, the 12 minor
prophets to both Judah and Israel, including those postexilic prophets, and concluding with the Intertestamental period
that covers the 400 silent years between Gods two covenants as He was preparing the world for His Son Jesus Christs
ﬁrst advent. OLD TESTAMENT SURVEY POWER POINT LESSONS INSTRUCTIONS ON GETTING THE CD THAT CONTAINS THE
POWERPOINT LESSONS EMAIL melenah@aol.com PHONE 305-409-9665 ADDRESS RICK W. HARRIS 7506 SW 105 PLACE
MIAMI, FLORIDA 33173

THE OLD TESTAMENT AND THE PROBLEMS OF LIFE
A SUPPLEMENTARY REVISION OF TEACHER'S MANUAL, 1938. A COURSE OF STUDY IN RELIGION FOR HIGH
SCHOOL STUDENTS, PREPARED FOR THE WEEK-DAY PROGRAM OF RELIGIOUS EDUCATION
THE OLD TESTAMENT AND THE PROBLEMS OF LIFE
A SUPPLEMENTARY REVISION OF TEACHER'S MANUAL 1938 : A COURSE OF STUDY IN RELIGION FOR HIGH
SCHOOL STUDENTS : PREPARED FOR THE WEEK-DAY PROGRAM OF RELIGIOUS EDUCATION OF THE CHURCH OF
JESUS CHRIST OF LATTER-DAY SAINTS
THE HEART OF THE OLD TESTAMENT
A MANUAL FOR CHRISTIAN STUDENTS
Forgotten Books Excerpt from The Heart of the Old Testament: A Manual for Christian Students "Where can I ﬁnd an Old
Testament manual written by a modern scholar who believes thoroughly in the supernatural in both Testaments?" You
hold the answer in your hands. It is not an Old Testament History, though it follows the thread of the story from
beginning to end; it is not a book on Old Testament Literature, though it opens up the poetical and prophetical books
to the student; it is not a treatise on Old Testament Theology, though it calls attention to the rise and development of
the great doctrines of the Hebrew Scriptures. The author has not limited himself to biography and history, nor to
literary analysis and appreciation, nor to the growth of Bible doctrines; but he has freely drawn from these and other
departments of Old Testament study whatever seemed of most value to young people in Christian homes and schools
in the twentieth century. His aim is to call attention to what is most worth while. It may seem impossible to make a
book that will be suitable for popular Bible study, and at the same time be adapted to use in high schools, colleges,
and seminaries; but the attempt is here made. It is hoped that the book is not too diﬃcult for the average reader, nor
too elementary for students in schools and colleges. The gist of the Old Testament revelation is here put before the
student in thirteen chapters. A closing chapter presents a bird's-eye view of the Bible as a whole. A chart is appended
in which an eﬀort is made to suggest reasonable dates for the books of the Bible. The wise teacher will take several
recitations for some of the chapters. About the Publisher Forgotten Books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and
classic books. Find more at www.forgottenbooks.com This book is a reproduction of an important historical work.
Forgotten Books uses state-of-the-art technology to digitally reconstruct the work, preserving the original format
whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy. In rare cases, an imperfection in the original, such as a
blemish or missing page, may be replicated in our edition. We do, however, repair the vast majority of imperfections
successfully; any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works.

WHAT DO YOU MEAN STUDY THE BIB
CSS Publishing When Katherine Bailey Babb discovered that her high school age Sunday School class wanted to study
anything but the Bible, she realized just how ignorant they were of some of the basic background of the faith they
professed. So Babb decided to create a curriculum for studying the Old Testament that would ﬁll in the gaps in their
knowledge while being fun and enjoyable. And it worked! Her ﬁeld-tested approach will make the Hebrew Bible an
exciting ﬁeld of study for your youth.

BULLETIN
AN INTRODUCTION TO WISDOM LITERATURE AND THE PSALMS
FESTSCHRIFT MARVIN E. TATE
Mercer University Press The author’s discussion of Crow tribal history and his vivid descriptions of current reservation life
show how the Apsáalooke are adapting to a changing world. By examining pivotal social and religious institutions,
including the clan-uncle and clan-aunt relationships, the acquisition and use of medicine, and the Sun Dance, the
author show how reciprocity and interdependence weave together Apsáalooke society and help individuals determine
their place in clan, society, and cosmos.
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BACKGROUND MATERIAL FOR TEACHERS, OLD TESTAMENT BIBLE SURVEY COURSE, GENESIS -- ESTHER
Xulon Press

EFFECTIVE TEACHING RESOURCES, OLD TESTAMENT BIBLE SURVEY COURSE
Xulon Press EFFECTIVE TEACHING RESOURCES will assist the Bible teacher to be most eﬀective in teaching the Old
Testament Bible Survey Course. In-depth Bible study suggestions will provide the teacher with an increasing
knowledge of the Old Testament. Bible Memory Verses, to be memorized accumulatively, are listed in 32 groups of
three verses each (except for Group 6 which has 4 verses). BIBLE MEMORY VERSE TESTS and CONTENT TESTS along
with ANSWER KEYS for each are provided. Students must complete content projects and read the entire Old Testament
as presented for the grading periods. Forms are included for students to report, on the honor system, their reading of
the Old Testament scriptures. Teaching Principles and Guidelines for the Teacher will aid the teacher in planning for
eﬀective Bible teaching. DAILY LESSON PLANS are presented for the year. The teacher will make the necessary
adjustments according to individual, district and local school calendars. Following high school, a Bachelor of Science
degree was received from Piedmont College, Demorest, GA plus a Georgia Teacher's Professional Certiﬁcate. Then
came the Army Security Agency and three years later came employment with the National Security Agency,
Washington, DC. Meeting Edith Campen from North Carolina led to marriage, February 1, 1957. A year after marriage,
God called me to the ministry. Graduating from Southwestern Baptist Theological Seminary, Ft. Worth, TX with a
Bachelor of Divinity (updated to Masters of Divinity) and Masters in Religious Education (updated to Masters of Arts),
God directed me to serve Him. For some 50 years, it was a pleasure to serve God and people in churches and
classrooms as Minister of Youth, Minister of Education, Minister of Education/Administration, and Minister of Pastoral
Care. It was a joy to teach this Old Testament Bible Survey Course to ninth grade students at Cypress Community
Christian School, Houston, TX.

RAISING KINGDOM KIDS
GIVING YOUR CHILD A LIVING FAITH
Tyndale House From the bestselling author of Kingdom Man and Kingdom Woman, Raising Kingdom Kids equips parents
to raise their children with a Kingdom perspective and also oﬀers practical how-to advice on providing spiritual
training as instructed in Scripture. Dr. Tony Evans begins with an overarching look at the need for Kingdom parenting,
our roles and responsibilities in raising God-following children, and how to prepare children to take on the assignments
God has for their lives. He then takes a practical turn, with examples and illustrations to help parents understand and
provide speciﬁc training for kids in the power of prayer, wisdom, loving God’s Word, getting through trials, controlling
their tongues, developing patience, the surrender of service, and much more. This book is for every dad or mom who
wants to fulﬁll the parenting role God has given them—not just in raising healthy kids intellectually, physically, and
socially, but in contributing to their child’s relationship with God and alignment under His plan.

DECISIONS AND ORDERS OF THE NATIONAL LABOR RELATIONS BOARD
ROUND TABLE
AMERICAN LITERARY GAZETTE AND PUBLISHERS' CIRCULAR
CALLED BY NAME
THE INSPIRING STORIES OF 12 MEN WHO BECAME CATHOLIC PRIESTS
Ascension Press Catholic priests communicate the glory of heaven through the ministry of the word and the sacraments,
especially in the Holy Sacriﬁce of the Mass, the source and summit of our Faith. By fulﬁlling this mission, these men
truly become an alter Christus- another Christ. In this intriguing look at the awesome call to the priesthood, you will
experience ﬁrsthand the joys, the struggles, and the extraordinary grace needed, and given by, these men we call
“Father.” In Called by Name you will meet: Fr. Benedict Groeschel, C.F.R., a poor kid from Jersey City who would grow
up to become the face of contemporary religious life. John Cardinal Foley, a priest from Philadelphia who would
become the president of the Pontiﬁcal Council for Social Communication. Fr. Mitch Pacwa, S.J., who as a child was
struck by stories of Jesuit missionaries, and answered the call to priesthood despite his father’s initial opposition. Fr.
Frank A. Pavone, M.E.V., whose pondering of mathematical concepts led him to an awe-inspiring trip through the
Scriptures that continues to this day. And many more

INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF RELIGIOUS EDUCATION
THE ROUND TABLE
OLD TESTAMENT READING PLAN & WORKBOOK
LEVEL II - HIGH SCHOOL
Developed from the "70 Most Important Events in the Bible," the "Old Testament Bible Reading Plan and Workbook for
High School" is a one year, 33 week reading plan with comprehension questions. It is intended that the students have
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already read much of the Old Testament before embarking on this journey. The high school comprehension questions
are less plot oriented and more thought provoking for the older student. The goal of this workbook is to get students
to think more deeply about how God's relationship with the Israelites relates to their lives. Answers are not included as
students should not be looking for what the author or the pastor/educator thinks, but what they think. If educators are
unfamiliar with any particular reading they may read along with the students. To God be the glory, great things He has
done!

THE SEVEN SACRAMENTS ELEMENTARY EDITION
THE FOUNDATION OF CHRISTIAN LIVING
Sophia Institute Press The Seven Sacraments is a compilation of 10 supplemental lesson plans, enabling you to go beyond
the limitations of current textbooks by oﬀering a more comprehensive, in-depth,and engaging approach. Every selfcontained lesson in this guide is teacher-written, classroom-tested, and scholar-reviewed, and gives you everything
you need to help your students encounter Christ in the Sacraments. Each lesson is designed in a ﬂexible, modular
format, and includes: Essential questionsConnections to the Catechism of the Catholic ChurchAccessible and engaging
background readingComprehension and critical thinking questionsWarm-up / bell workMain activity such as primary
source analysis, role-playing, class discussion, creative assignments, and many othersHomework and extension
options"Becoming Like Christ" extension that helps students live the FaithBiblical memorizationAge-appropriate
Catechism memorization suggestions Lessons What Is a Sacrament? What is the secret and joyful realm of the
Sacraments?Why are Sacraments eﬀective whether we feel them or not? The Institution of the Eucharist Why is the
Eucharist the Source and Summit of our Faith?How did Jesus institute this sacrament?What were Christ's claims and
commandments at the Last Supper? Old and New: Eucharistic Typology How does the New Testament lie hidden in the
Old, and how s the Old unveiled in the New? Baptism What is Baptism?How can it be possible that we die to live?
Conﬁrmation How do we know when something belongs to us?If Baptism brings us into Christian life, and
Reconciliation forgives sins, then why should we bother with Conﬁrmation? Eucharist What is the Eucharist?What Are
Its Fruits?How do we receive the Eucharist, and why do we need to receive it often?Why can't everyone receive the
Eucharist? Isn't it wrong to exclude people?What is the structure and purpose of Holy Mass? Penance and
Reconciliation Why should I go to Confession when I can just tell God I'm sorry in my prayers?Can my sins be so bad
that God won't forgive me? Anointing of the Sick What are the eﬀects of Anointing of the Sick?What are the Cardinal
Virtues, and how can they help us receive God's grace? Holy Orders Who are the successors of the Apostles?Why can
only men be priests? Matrimony How is what Christ did for humanity like what spouses do for each other?How is divine
love reﬂected in married love? This resource facilitates experiential learning with sacred art including works by: Fra
AngelicoJacopo BassanoRaphaelRembrandtVan DykeLeandro Miguel Velasco Your students will read and analyze
primary sources including excerpt from: St. AmbroseSt. Melito of SardisAge-appropriate excerpts from Catechism of
the Catholic Church In addition to two Biblical memorization assignments in every lesson, your students will study indepth and apply their knowledge of scripture passages including: Genesis 2:18, 21-25Exodus 12:1-20Ruth 1:16-17Luke
3:21-22Luke 5:1-11Luke 5:4-11John 8:4-11John 12:24John 13:4-8John 21:15-17Luke 15:11-32Luke 22:14-20Mark
10:6-9Matthew 12:21-22Matthew 4:19John 9:1-7Mark 8:22-26Mark 10:46-52Matthew 20:29-34Romans 6:3-4Galatians
3:26-28Titus 3:51 John 3:1-32 Timothy 1:6-14

TEACHER TRAINING STUDIES. ANALYTICAL OUTLINES OF THE OLD TESTAMENT
A HAND-BOOK FOR BIBLE TRAINING CLASSES IN SCHOOLS, COLLEGES, SABBATH SCHOOLS; ALSO INDIVIDUAL
STUDENTS IN THE HOME
THE EDUCATIONAL TIMES
BRIDGING THE GENERATION GAP THROUGH SPORTS
"THE HIGHLAND EXPERIENCE"
Dorrance Publishing Childhood memories of Joe Louis, Willie Mays, Lenny Moore, Johnny Unitas and several other sports
icons are recalled in the idolizing mind of Freddie, a lifelong sports fan, who grew up in Western, North Carolina during
the 1950s and 60s. The early careers of Cassius Clay/Muhammad Ali, Mike Tyson and O.J. Simpson, are written as
personal narratives. The timeline spans ﬁve decades. Fanatical eyewitness accounts of sitting in the stands watching
teenagers David Thompson, James Worthy, Eric Sleepy Floyd, and Michael Jordan are recalled and shared from the
perspective of a tenacious sports fan. The early careers of Larry Bird and Earvin Magic Johnson are also recalled.
Several associate Gastonia, NC Highland Junior-Senior High scholar athletes are highlighted. Florida State basketball
coach Leonard Hamilton is one of the athletes. Leonard was a teammate of Sam Lowery a great Highland basketball
players. Sam helped lay the foundation for James Worthy, Sleepy Floyd, Bubba Wilson, Daryl Armstrong and other NBA
players. Sam died much too young. The closing chapter highlights wisdom and knowledge that should have been
shared with the Sam Lowerys of the world.

THE OLD TESTAMENT BETWEEN THEOLOGY AND HISTORY
A CRITICAL SURVEY
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Westminster John Knox Press From its inception at the time of the Enlightenment until the mid-twentieth century, the
historical-critical method constituted the dominant paradigm in Old Testament studies. In this magisterial overview,
Niels Peter Lemche surveys the development of the historical-critical method and the way it changed the scholarly
perception of the Old Testament. In part 1 he describes the rise and inﬂuence of historical-critical approaches, while in
part 2 he traces their decline and fall. Then, in part 3, he discusses the identity of the authors of the Old Testament,
based on the content of the literature they wrote, demonstrating that the collapse of history does not preclude critical
study. Part 4 investigates the theological consequences of this collapse and surveys Old Testament and biblical
theology in its various manifestations in the twentieth century. An appendix includes a history of Palestine from the
Stone Age to modern times, constructed without recourse to the Old Testament.

RESEARCH IN EDUCATION
BOOK CATALOGUES
PRAYER IN PUBLIC SCHOOLS AND THE CONSTITUTION, 1961-1992: GOVERNMENT-SPONSORED RELIGIOUS
ACTIVITIES IN PUBLIC SCHOOLS AND THE CONSTITUTION
Courier Corporation First published in 1993. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor & Francis, an informa company.

PROVERBS AND THE FORMATION OF CHARACTER
Wipf and Stock Publishers This book seeks to press the wisdom of Proverbs into active duty in the trenches of everyday
life and put the principles of character formation in working clothes. The wisdom Proverbs describes is not designed to
master life's challenges but to learn to manage them and adapt. In learning to adapt, individuals grow and mature
spiritually. Relying on solid biblical scholarship, this book brings to the fore the neglected sentence literature in
Proverbs 10-29 and the vital resources they contribute to the process of character formation. Contrary to popular
opinion, the book of Proverbs, even though addressed to youth, is not a book solely for the young, but for those of all
ages who desire to continue to grow personally and in their relationship with others and God. The wise in the book of
Proverbs employ a plethora of resources to help train up young and old alike to grow into the character of God. Among
others, these resources include the value of interacting with others, a healthy understanding of conﬂict, an
appropriate perspective on wealth, a new appreciation for and reliance on the role of the neglected proverb in the
education process, and the vital role of family and the faith community. Ultimately the whole process of character
formation is founded upon one's relationship with God and the fear of the Lord.

THE LANSING, MICHIGAN SYLLABUS OF BIBLE STUDY FOR HIGH SCHOOL PUPILS
OLD TESTAMENT HISTORY, THE LIFE OF CHRIST, THE HISTORY AND LITERATURE OF THE EARLY CHURCH
EQUAL EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITY
HEARINGS BEFORE THE SELECT COMMITTEE ON EQUAL EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITY, NINETY-FIRST
CONGRESS, SECOND SESSION-92ND CONGRESS, FIRST SESSION
BIBLE IN SCHOOLS PLANS OF MANY LANDS
DOCUMENTS GATHERED AND COMP. FOR COUNCIL OF CHURCH BOARDS OF EDUCATION, 1914
SCHOOL PRAYERS
HEARINGS BEFORE THE COMMITTEE ON THE JUDICIARY. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, EIGHTY-EIGHTH
CONGRESS, SECOND SESSION, ON PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO THE CONSTITUTION RELATING TO PRAYERS
AND BIBLE READING IN THE PUBLIC SCHOOLS ...
HEBREW BIBLE/OLD TESTAMENT, THE HISTORY OF ITS INTERPRETATION
Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht
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